200 Block of Milton Street at Orleans/Fayette Alley

Incident Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violent crimes</th>
<th>Years of 4+ Incidents</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Peak years

Social Disorder

- 139 calls for service for narcotics since 2000, with peaks in 2001 and 2003;
- Total of five 911 calls for shootings since 2000;
- Concentrations of juvenile arrests in 2000 (mix of offenses) and 2002 (predominantly drug-related)

Surrounding Context

- Residential properties

Routine Opportunity Areas

- Parallel parked cars with low lighting;
- Narrow alleyway that could provide cover for illegal activities

Physical Disorder

- Cluster of vacant properties on the 200 block of Milton Avenue;
- High concentration of 311 CitiStat calls for service for trash near Fayette Street to the south

Built Environment & Design

- Inadequate lighting in alley;
- Narrow alleyway connecting to N/S alleys;
- Wide, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks

Streets and Alleys

- Milton Street is a residential, two-way, moderate traffic street;
- Orleans/Fayette Alley is narrow and provides a shortcut to N/S running alleys

Sense of Community

- 50/50 mix of owner- and renter-occupied properties on the residential corners of the intersection